DOMAINE

LES

GRES

ROSE WINE AOP COTES DE PROVENCE

VARIETALS
Cinsault - 50% ; Grenache - 40% ; Syrah - 10%
FLAVORS
Rosé wine DOMAINE LES GRES is deep pink in color. It possesses
the complex nose generally associated with ripe red berries. It is quite
expressive on the palate, as one might expect, and its flavor lingers
for a long time. Domaine Les Grés rosé is a generous, full, balanced
and arguable a “one of a kind” wine.
ALLIANCE FOOD – WINE
Rosé wine DOMAINE LES GRES goes well with salads, specialty
Provencal dishes and many other light fare. Best served at a
temperature of 10° to 12°C.
PACKAGING
Bordeaux Provence seduction bottle
Pallet of 100 cases of 6 bottles
Bottle Barcode: 3334861002765
PREPARATION AND PRESENTATION OF WINE
Rosé wine DOMAINE LES GRES is originated in the vineyard of 15ha
located in the foothills of the Maures at the entrance of the Collobrières
Village in the department of Var. The soil throughout the surrounding
area rests mainly upon granite. The harvest takes place at maturity,
produced 70% manually and at 30% by machine, in the early morning,
to preserve grapes from the heat of the day and prevent the excessive
oxidation of the berries. Such rosé wines are prepared by pedicle cold
maceration, racked, yeasted and fermented at controlled
temperatures around 16°C. The wine is then withdrawn, clarified and
stored in full tanks. The Domaine Les Grés vineyard is a part of AOP
Côtes de Provence area, the largest Provence appellation. Located in
so-called Permian depression, the vineyard Les Grès enjoys a very
favorable microclimate conductive to the production of delightful rosé
wines. The wines appellation Côtes de Provence wines are usually
regarded as fresh and powerful at the same time.
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